INSPIRING WOMEN LEADERS
https://live.etwinning.net/projects/project/191966

DESPRE PROIECT
We are doing the project to empower the women taking samples from the history. Each partner will
find a sample of a powerful woman from history whom we can take as a sample for the students. It
can be two or more. By looking at these powerful women who lived in worse conditions even in past,
we will give the trust that they can do much better in today's lives.
In our school we are giving some leadership courses by a professional. We can disseminate it to the
other students as well. While doing it we will work also with the European partners. We will do
workshops, panels and prepare videos and have meeting using webinars.
Parents will also take part in some seminars and support their children. Some seminars will be given
by some successful leader women from all fields like politics, education, history and so on. We will
also share and observe some good examples in each country. We will make students to take good role
models of these women.
O B I E CT I V E
* They will get a chance to try out new ideas and share their own ideas.
* New solutions will be found to encourage volunteerism by increasing the participation of young
generations and to broaden their perspective.
* The project will help both the students and the teachers learn more about project partners and give a
chance what we can do together.
Ultimately, the project will benefit students through the increased knowledge of the project partners to
teach to think logically, function effectively and perceive aesthetically. We must put a lot of effort
into fostering our students as members of modern democratic society who are well-educated, allroundly developed and sensitive to misfortunes of other people.
The project will have the following priorities:
* We aim at gaining students awareness of their weak points and defeat them* to get rid of the shyness of communication in their mother tongue and foreign languages.

PR O C E D U R Ă D E L U C R U
We will have a timetable for 2 years .
We will work and join the activities monthly.
Each month we will participate and prepare activities and also our students will actively take part and
do the following:
15.03.2019 Introduction of schools with partner schools.
15.04.2019 introduction of eTwinning and portal and activities webinar.
15.05.2019 preparing a panel about the leaders of each countries' history.
- maskball using the masks of Women Leaders
- webinars
- celebration with teachers about powerful women of politics of each country
- introducing role model leader to students
-drama play of leader women
- dissemination and videos of drama and plays
- using a panel about powerful women in Early-History
- maskball using costumes
-Preparations of a panel " Who doesn't know their history doesn't know their Future" using Web 2.0 to
-8th March World Women's Day
- a visit to the museum of Atatürk's mother's house;the Great Leader's mother
-videos and activities and disseminations
R E ZU L T A T E PR E C O N I ZA T E
All the activities will be done and disseminated in our e-twinning twinspace. Some of the activities
will also be disseminated in our official web pages and our school's official sites. We will also
evaluate and prepare some activities using web 2.0 tools. We will display them in Twinspace pages
and also using our schools' e-newsletter www.languagepower.info
We want to prepare a traditional panel "Monthly Leader Women".

